NOTES:
1. TRANSITION WELDED STAINLESS STEEL 4'[1.22M] UPSTREAM OF HUMIDIFIER AND 8' [2.44M] DOWNSTREAM OF HUMIDIFIER.

2. DETAIL ONLY APPLICABLE TO AHU'S WITHOUT AFTER FILTER DOWNSTREAM OF THE SUPPLY AIR FAN.

3. INTEGRAL STAINLESS STEEL DRAIN PAN SLOPE FROM ALL DIRECTIONS TO DRAIN CONNECTION. SLOPE .125" PER 1'-0" [0.3 CM PER 0.3 M].

4. PROVIDE MIN. 18" [45 CM] WIDE ACCESS DOOR, DIRECTLY UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM OF HUMIDIFIER.

# DUCT MOUNTED HUMIDIFIER

nts designer's note:
1. SEE DETAIL SD232213-07 FOR STEAM HUMIDIFIER PIPING CONNECTIONS.